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A Novel Heuristic Association Pattern Searching
Technique For Predicting Type 1 And Type 2
Diabetics
Gameil S. H. Ali, Dr. A. Nithya
Abstract: In this investigation, identification of diabetics using data mining techniques is proposed. Primarily, a novel technique called Heuristic
association pattern search [HAPS] has been designed for analysis on diabetic medical dataset. The medical data consists of two types of datasets: Type
1 and Type 2 diabetics. The biological process of these patterns of diabetic datasets was analyzed through heuristic association pattern search. This
method improved performance rate of analyzing the biological process and identifying biological changes of medical data and is helpful in extracting
appropriate patterns for the cause of diabetics. When comparing to existing method, the proposed method extracts only lesser relevant patterns for each
dataset which is the main advantage for escalating the performance rate. The online available diabetic dataset is considered in this investigation,
followed by this, patterns from the source data has to be identified and has to be categorized. After categorizing the patterns, Relative risk Patterns are
considered using Mining Risk Pattern Set Optimally (MRPSO) process which the essential attributes of the chosen dataset. The parameters such as
local support, support, confidence level based on minimum threshold level has to be considered. Association memory and association rule has to be
generated for the relative risk patterns with Heuristic Association Rules for Patterns (HAPs).Finally, Type1 and Type2 diabetics are classified using
Association classifier by computing the correlation co-efficient. The experimental results show that the proposed HAPS method affords better
performance rate in analyzing the biological process and mine relevant patterns of medical data. In this stage, the associative pattern articulating more
was selected as the accuracy attained using HAPS is 98.3%. The results were compared with Mining Discriminative Patterns (MDP) and Triple Spectral
Clustering (SC3). The results divulge that proposed HAPS ascertains biological association between diabetic types in lesser execution time and provides
better pattern quality level based on the significance level.
Keywords: Diabetic prediction, Type 1, Type 2, Association rule, Association classifier. Heuristic association pattern search
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1.

INTRODUCTION

For the past few decades, Diabetic mellitus (DM) is
depicted as a group of metabolic disorders that are mainly
caused due to abnormal insulin secretion [1]. Deficiency of
insulin outcomes in elevated blood glucose levels
(hyperglycemias) and impaired metabolism of fat, protein
and carbohydrates [2]. DM is one amongst the common
endocrine disorders that affects more than 200 million
people all around the world. The diabetes onset is
evaluated to be a drastic rise in the forth coming years. DM
can be partitioned into numerous distinct kinds. Moreover,
there are two significant clinical kinds, Type 1 diabetes
(T1D) and Tyoe 2 diabetes (T2D), in accordance to
etiopathology of disorder [3]. T2D seems to be extremely
common form of diabetes (90% of all diabetic patients)
significantly characterized by insulin resistance [4]. The
significant causes of T2D in co-operates physical activity,
lifestyle, heredity and dietary habits, in which T1D is seems
to be owing to auto-immunological destruction of
Langerhans islets hosting pancreatic -β cells [5]. T1D
influence almost 10% of diabetic patients completely, ever
10% of them extremely develops idiopathic diabetes [6].
Subsequent form of DM is further classified based on the
secretion of insulin profile and inset, in co-operates
endocrinopathies, Gestational Diabetes,
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MODY (Maturity Onset Diabetes of the Young),
mitochondrial,
neonatal
and
pregnancy
diabetes.
Symptoms of diabetes include polydipsia, polyurea and
significant weight loss between others. Diagnosis is based
on blood glucose levels (fasting plasma glucose =7.0
mmol/L). Progression of DM is extremely associated with
numerous complications, significantly due to chronic
hyperglycemias [7]. It is well established that DM covers the
extensive range of heterogeneous pathophysiological
conditions. Foremost complications are partitioned into
macro and micro vascular disorders, comprising of diabetic
retinopathy, nephropathy, diabetic coma, neuropathy and
cardiovascular disease [8]. Owing to the highest DM
morbidity and mortality with related disorders, treatment
and disorders leads to significant interest. Administration of
insulin is the significant treatment for T1D, even though
insulin is also offered in some cases of T2D patients, when
hyperglycemia cannot be managed via diet, exercise,
weight loss and oral medication [9]. Present medication
attempts primary 1) preventing long term diabetic
elimination or complications if numerous risk factors, thus
enhancing longevity, 2) saving individuals life and lessening
the symptoms of disease. The general anti-diabetic agents
include metformin, sulfonylurea, alpha glucosidase inhibitor,
non-sulfonylurea secretagogues and peptide analogs etc.
Majority of recent anti-diabetic agents shows enormous
side effects. As well, insulin therapy is associated to weight
gain and hypoglycemic events. Moreover, anti-diabetic drug
design and discovery provides higher concern and a
significant research challenge. Even though broad
investigation in DM has offered a significant knowledge in
recent times, some backlogs such as 1) treatment 2)
etiopathology (genetic or environmental factors and cellular
mechanisms) 3) disease management seems to be still an
undiscovered, un-raveled, delineated and clarified task [10].
Even though these diagnoses, processes, prognostic
estimation of appropriate treatment and clinical
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administration could attain certain source on handling
diseases of medical event. In these sort of efforts,
dependence of large and rapid increasing research body
and clinical data seems to establish significant source for
treatment follow up and safe diagnosis. Therefore, data
mining seems to be an emergent key process, effectual
contribution for decision making for the physicians. This
aspiration, henceforth, is to merge data assessment to
evaluate and diagnosis decision making in drug
administration.
The effectual and significance of these methods are
attained from the capability of commensurate approaches
to haul out patterns and to generate models from data. The
above mentioned factor is specifically efficient in big data
processing, especially when dataset can attain terabytes or
peta-bytes of data. Subsequently, data abundance has
considerable strength for data oriented research in biology.
In these hybrid field, one amongst the most significant
research applications is diagnosis and prognosis based
human threatening and eases of reducing life quality. One
such cause is diabetes mellitus (DM). Applying machine
learning and data mining methods in DM research is a key
approach to utilizing large volumes of available diabetesrelated data for extracting knowledge. The severe social
impact of the specific disease renders DM one of the main
priorities in medical science research, which inevitably
generates huge amounts of data. Undoubtedly, therefore,
machine learning and data mining approaches in DM are of
great concern when it comes to diagnosis, management
and other related clinical administration aspects. Hence, in
the framework of this study, efforts were made to review the
current literature on machine learning and data mining
approaches in diabetes research. Utilizing data mining
techniques in DM research is a primary approach for using
huge amount of available diabetic dataset for extracting
knowledge. Numerous social impacts on certain disease
render DM as one of the essential priorities in the research
of medical science, which produces inevitably huge amount
of data. Unmistakably, data mining approach is DM is
extremely significant concern in case of management,
diagnosis and other clinical related administration aspects.
Moreover, in this investigation, efforts are made to classify
the type of diabetics based on the pattern matching
process. The following are the significant contributions of
the work:
1)

2)

3)

4)

The online available diabetic dataset is considered
in this investigation, followed by this, patterns from
the source data has to be identified and has to be
categorized.
After categorizing the patterns, Relative risk
Patterns are considered using Mining Risk Pattern
Set Optimally (MRPSO) process which the
essential attributes of the chosen dataset.
The parameters such as local support, support,
confidence level based on minimum threshold level
has to be considered.
Association memory and association rule has to be
generated for the relative risk patterns with Mining
Association Rules for Patterns (HAPs).

5)
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Finally, Type1 and Type2 diabetics are classified
using Association classifier by computing the
correlation co-efficient.

The reminder of the work is structured as trails: Section II
gives essential background knowledge on data mining in
classifying the Type of diabetic condition and to evaluate
the severity of the disease. Section III offers a precise
knowledge of the proposed model. Section IV provides
methodological approaches that are adopted to evaluate
the numerical outcomes and discussions related to it.
Section V provides conclusion and the future directions of
the work.
.

2.

RELATED WORKS

In [11], Muhammad Noman Sohail, describes that data
mining is enormous recital in the health care field
specifically in prediction of life taking diseases and as well
in decision-making procedure for specialist. At last, there is
no complete exclusive procedure or methodology available
to analyze all sorts of diseases, however all combinations of
diverse methods and approaches, data mining is
captivating healthcare industry extremely far with
outstanding and terrific growth. However, numerous hybrid
models have to initiate in the way of accomplishments,
which resolves time-being issues completely. In future,
ambition is pioneer and improve hybrid models for improve
and extremely accurate prediction of diseases and decision
making. In [12], E.I. Georga, anticipated that diabetics is
extremely lifelong disease needs active and continuous
participation of both diabetic individuals and physicians to
extremely
manage
and
control.
Technological
improvements in field of diabetics have potential to enhance
both clinical management and self monitoring of diseases.
In this investigation, a significant machine learning
technique is utilized to recognize daily glucose time series
as hypo-glycemic events, which is based on support vector
and Gaussian processes for regression. For this cause,
lifestyle and medical information, specified by patients on
daily basis is exploited. As well, data mining is anticipated
for evaluating physicians in decision making and knowledge
extraction. Intelligent analysis of clinical data significantly
via clustering techniques and association analysis is
anticipated to offer physicians with view of individual
glycemia status and facilitates prediction of long term
course of disease and diabetic complications. In [13],
Deepti Sisodia, describes that systematic efforts are
performed in constructing a framework which outcomes in
prediction of disease such as diabetes. During this
investigation, three machine learning classification
procedures are investigated and examined on diverse
performance measures. Experiments are carried out on
Pima Indians Diabetics Database. Experimental outcomes
describe adequacy of designed framework with an attained
accuracy of 76.30% utilizing Naive bayes classification
algorithm. Future, designed system with utilized machine
learning classification can be utilized to diagnose and
identify other disease. This investigation can be extended
and enhanced for automatic of diabetic investigation
comprising certain machine learning algorithms. In [14],
Tarik A. Rashid, anticipated three intelligent models are
performed for prediction, classification and description
purpose to provide complete knowledge concerning
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Diabetes Mellitus patients. Prediction and classification
(categorizing kinds of MD patients and identifying FBS)
models are extremely imperative for DM patients as
physicians will be influenced by outputs of these replicas,
therefore to espouse the kinds and dosage of treatments.
Owing to certain symptoms extra health care
recommendations and as well specified by physicians to
place DM patients away for certain potential side effects. It
is effectual to demonstrate that standard neural networks
are better for classification approaches and simpler to train
while in contrast to deep neural networks that are frequently
more complex to train. This is a disadvantage, nonetheless,
it is shown that if deep neural network was extremely more
prevailing and controlling than conventional neural network.
In [15], N. Jayanthi, illustrates a complete predictive
modelling in detail by merging the conventional and hybrid
predictive
modelling
methods.
This
investigation
demonstrates that hybrid replica generates extremely more
accurate outcome than conventional models. The
investigator who is extremely prepared to do investigations
in developing clinical prediction replicas would be a
beneficial part of this work. This is an extreme range of
scope for enhancing the clinical prediction models
specifically for diabetes as this is a modern disease in
demonstrating countries such as India. In [16], Messan
Komi, describes that disease prediction with accuracy in
medical field is a significant factor. In the examination of
data mining approaches, ANN classifier offers 89% of
highest accuracy utilizing MATLAB tool. As diabetes is a
chronic disease, it has to eradicate it prior to severe cause
to the people. Furthermore, proposed work can be
improved and expanded for disease prediction. For
example, feature utilized in this investigation can integrate
other medical attributes. It can as well consider other data
mining methods such as clustering, Time series and
Association rules. However, continuous data can be utilized
indeed of discrete data set. In [17], Vrushali R. Balpande,
anticipated a framework to identify severity estimation and
prediction of diabetes. Prediction can be performed by
evaluating whether patient is normal, Diabetic and
Prediaetic. If patient lies in diabetic condition and have
diabetes for numerous years. Then the Eclat algorithm
computes control and un-control condition of diabetes, after
that quantification of severity of an organ is evaluated, if
patient has Un-Control diabetic condition. Prior estimation
of severity can prevent the growth of high risk and can be
utilized to eradicate death due to severe diabetes. In [18],
Gauri D. Kalyankar, anticipated that Predictive analysis is a
technique that in co-operates diverse data mining
approaches, machine learning and statistics algorithms that
are utilized in present and prevailing dataset to identify
knowledge form it and to be utilized in predicting further
occurrence of events. In this investigation, Hadoop
MapReduce based machine learning algorithms have been
investigated for pima Indian diabetes data set to recognize
the missing values in it and to identify patterns from it. This
investigation recommends that executing the algorithm is
capable to impute missing values and to identify patterns
from data set. Further it can be extended as pattern
matching will be utilized by applying these discovered
patters on testing data set to recognize diabetic prevalent
and risk level related to it. In [19], Deepika Verma,
describes that WEKA tool is depicted as one of the best tool
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for executing data mining classification process. J48
provides 74.28% accuracy outcomes as in contrast to other
classification procedure on breast cancer dataset and SMO
provides 76.80% accurate outcomes on diabetes dataset.
This work evaluates entire accuracy measures with 10
attributes and 286 instances for breast cancer identification
and for diabetes dataset of 9 attributes and 768 instances.
Henceforth, it is concluded that J48 algorithm is a superior
classification procedure for breast cancer dataset. In case
of diabetic dataset SMO works well than the conventional
dataset. In [20], Deeraj Shetty, constructs a framework
which is anticipated for diabetic patient with assistance of
Knowledge base which possess a dataset of extremely
around 2000 diabetic patients and moreover to offer
suggestions on the region on nearness of levels in diabetic
patients. Recognition will be performed with the assistance
of two procedures termed as Naive bayes classifier and Knearest neighbour and as well it is compared with prevailing
algorithms to offer better accuracy over the basis of
performance factors. This strategy will be enhances with
the utilization of healthcare Industry for Medical Check of
diabetes patients.

3.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
a.

Dataset description

In this section, diabetic dataset is used and the essential
samples are provided below in section IV.
b.

Pattern generation

In the field of medical science, various investigations have
been performed to extract essential patterns [21] from
source and diabetic dataset.
Patterns: Pattern extraction from source data: Extracting
pattern a frequent sequence method that calls and controls
statements to execute certain specific behaviour of the
dataset [22]. Various investigators anticipate sequential
pattern mining approach to capture coding patterns. It
depicts a rule set to translate the source code to sequential
database for mining the patterns and apply rule based
algorithms to database sequence [23]. It provides certain
limitations for mining patterns from source code like medical
database. For instance, constraint for control statements
may be: If pattern in co-operates IF/LOOP element, pattern
must includes its related elements produced form same
control statements. They categorize sub-patterns into
pattern group. As an illustration, in this work, the effectual
pattern selection is strategy is applied and to investigate the
related patterns in the diabetic dataset.
This work identifies, 10 pattern set which is classified
into five different categories:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Boolean method to insert some additional actions.
Boolean method to modify the behaviour of
patterns.
Set up pair and clean up pair.
Each samples has to be included in try-catch
statements
Other patterns
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Risk pattern
This section describes about the risky patterns in the
diabetic datasets for further processing. Consider that there
is an assortment of patient‘s records [24]. Every record is
determined using a number of discrete attributes, in which,
one amongst them is considered as a target attribute. In
this case, target attribute comprises of two values: one is
Type 1 and another one is Type 2. Patient‘s records with a
symptoms or risk under this investigation are labelled as
‗Deadly‘; remaining records are labelled as ‗non-deadly‘. An
instance of such diabetic dataset is listed in Table I:
Table I: Dataset attributes
Gender
M
F
M

Age
3040
4050
5060

Type
Type 2

..........
..........

Type 1

..........

Class
Nondeadly
Deadly

Type 1

..........

Deadly

Where,
is the abbreviation of
., non-deadly call
this as rules recall
This risk pattern recognition
is performed to call this as ‗local support‘, as it senses antimonotone support property, that is, super pattern support is
lesser than or equal to any sub pattern support. In this
investigation, patterns and related attributes are frequent as
local support is higher than provided threshold. A risk
pattern in this paper refers to the antecedent of a rule with
the consequence of abnormal [28]. For the convenience of
our discussions, we introduce another important concept for
association rules, confidence, in the following.
Risk pattern of diabetic identification in this work specifies
the antecedent rule with ‗deadly consequence. For the
purpose of further investigation, another important idea
based on patterns known as associative pattern rules and
confidence is introduced as in Equation [2]:
(

(

)

)
( )

(2)

The algorithm discussed below demonstrates the risky
condition of predicting diabetics and its types [25]. Here,
‗deadly‘ class is considered as ‗a‘ and ‗non-deadly‘ is
considered as ‗n‘.
MRPSO: Mining Risk Pattern Set Optimally
Input: Diabetic data set ‗D‘, minimum support σ in ‗deadly‘
class ‗a‘, and relative risk threshold θ.
Output: optimal attainment of risk pattern set R
Step 1: Global data structure: 1- Risk pattern sets
for 1 ≤ l (l-pattern comprises l attribute-value pairs.)
Set R =
Count 1- Risk patterns in ‗deadly‘ class
Construct (1-Risk Pattern set)
Choose Risk patterns and add it to R
New pattern set ← Construct (2-Risk pattern set)
While new pattern set 0;
Count patients support in new pattern set
Prune(new 2-Risk pattern set)
Accumulate patterns with relative risk higher than θ to R
Prune remaining surplus risk patterns in R
New 2-Risk pattern set ← Construct (next level pattern
set)
Return R

)

(

)

(

)

A pattern separates all records into two groups, a group
with the pattern and the other without the pattern, e.g.,
males between 40 and 50 and the rest [29]. Cohorts
separated by a pattern and two classes form a contingency
table, see Table II.In this work, the risk patterns partitions
all the records of the dataset into two parts, first one is
group with pattern and another one is group without pattern,
for instance, females between 30 to 40 and others are
remaining. The attributes of the table II are ‗deadly‘  a,
‗non-deadly‘  n.
Table II: Probability of disease occurrence
P

Probability
(P, deadly)
Probability
( P, deadly)

Total

In general, risk pattern is depicted as set of attribute value
pairs [26]. For instance, (Patients‘ Gender = F, Age [40-50]
is a pattern with two attribute related pairs. Support of risk
pattern ‗P‘ is the ratio of sum of records comprising ‗P‘ to
sum of all records in data set, specified by support (P).
When the size of diabetic dataset is large, then
( )
( ) A pattern is usually called
frequent if its support is greater than a given threshold.
However, in a medical data set, a pattern in the abnormal
group would hardly be frequent when the abnormal cases
are themselves rare. Therefore, we define the local support
of P as the support of P in the abnormal group, represented
Usually, pattern is termed as frequency of occurrence of
patterns, if support is higher than that of the provided
threshold [27]. Moreover, in a diabetic medical dataset,
patterns that come under the ‗deadly‘ group will be hardly
frequent, in which ‗deadly‘ cases are rare. Henceforth, local
support of ‗P‘ in the deadly group is specified as in Equation
[1]:
(
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Probability
(deadly)

Probability
(P,
non
deadly)
Probability
(
P, non
deadly)
Probability
(non deadly)

Probability(P)

Probability( P)

1

Relative risk pattern (RRP) is a performance metric that is
frequently utilized in epidemiological investigations. It is
generally utilized to compare the complexity/risk of disease
developing in certain people with specific characteristics to
other group without characteristic. RRP for cohort with
pattern ‗P‘ being ‗deadly‘ is depicted as follows as in
Equation 3, 4, 5 & 6:

(1)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

(3)

)

(

)

( )

(

)

(4)
(

(

)
( )

)

(

(

)

(5)

)
(

)

(
(

)

(
)

)
( )

(6)
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specifies that ‗P‘ does not occur in any event.
is
an abbreviation of
( ) is ratio of all records
that does not comprises of ‗P‘, and
specifies records
comprises deadly but not P. For instance, if ‗P‘ = ‗rise in
level‘, a = ‗deadly‘ and RRP = 3.0, it means that patients
who have high risk that are three times more likely to get
‗deadly disease‘ than those of other.
Relative risk pattern is lesser than 1, which means that
patients described by pattern are less likely to be deadly
[30]. Relative risk patterns are higher than 1 which specifies
patients with pattern is more likely to be deadly. Confidence
of relative risk pattern is described by number of
contingency table.

Relative Association pattern classifier
A relative association classifier in mining the diabetic
dataset is a promising methodology in data mining that
uses association rule discovery techniques to generate
classification systems. The complete dataset is partitioned
into two parts, that is, 70% of diabetic dataset is for training
and remaining 30% is for testing the classifier accuracy.
Here, four steps are introduced as in figure []:
1.

2.
3.

Associative Memory
An An associative memory
in a system usually connects
input and output patterns as trails:
4.
X

M

Y

Here, ‗X‘ and ‗Y‘ are the input and output patterns
respectively. Every input vector generates an association
with its output vector corresponding. For every ‗γ‘ integer
and positive, the association will be specified as: (
).
An associative memory ‗M‘ is specified by matrix whose ijth
component is
. Associative memory ‗M‘ is produced from
apriori finite set of known pattern associations, termed as
primary association set. If ‗1‘ is an index, the primary set of
known pattern associations as: *(
)
+ with
‗P‘ as cardinality set. Patterns that generates fundamental
set is called as fundamental pattern. If it holds
,
*
+ M is auto-associative, else it is heteroassociative, in this perspective, it is probable to establish
*
+ for all
. Consider the primary
pattern set *(
)
+ in which ‗n‘ and ‗m‘ are
input and output dimensions respectively, it is known that
* + and
. Then jth component of
output pattern
is specified as
. Similarly, ith
component of output pattern
is specified as
Henceforth, fundamental input and output are specified
as follows in Equation 7 & 8:
(

)

(7)

(

)

(8)

The distorted associative pattern
to be recalled will be
specified as ̅̅̅̅ . An unknown input pattern has to be
recalled will be specified as
. When an unknown input
pattern
is fed to associative memory ‗M‘, that makes the
output to exactly correspond to associate pattern , it is
determined that recalling is appropriate. After specifying
associative pattern memory for establishing the associative
between patterns in medical dataset, association rule has to
be generated using the process of classification.
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An association rule set is generated from 70% of
training dataset with appropriate support and
confidence threshold value as candidate rules.
Prune the newly discovered rules to weed the rules
that causes over fitting.
After pruning the rules, mine the discriminative
patterns. The order of established relative risk
patterns are visited, based on these analysis
classification has been performed.
Finally, classification phase is the step to analyze
prediction of test data and evaluate classifier
accuracy.
Patient data
(From dataset)

Pattern generation &
Associative memory

Test Data

Associate rule generative
for Relative risk prediction

Association
classifier

Mining Association Rules
for patterns (MAPs)

Fig 1: Flow diagram of the proposed work
Association rule mining is performed on transactional a
database that contains a record of items purchased in a
different transaction. An example of such data base is
shown in Table 1. Association Relative Risk Pattern based
rule mining is carried out on transactional database that
comprises of item records in diverse transactions. Instance
of such database is given in the table I: In general, an
Association Relative Risk Pattern based rule mining is an
implication of form
where
where ‗I‘ is a set of
item set and
Rule
has support ‗s‘ in
transaction set ‗D‘, if s% of transaction in ‗D‘ that comprises
‗A‘ and also ‗B‘. The problem related to discovery of all
association rules of risk pattern from transaction ‗D‘ consist
of generated rules that possesses confidence and support
than provided thresholds. These rules are termed as strong
rules, and framework is termed as support confidence
framework for association in rule mining. Association
Relative Risk Pattern based rule mining is carried on
relational database that comprises of record of entities of
specific domain. Every record comprises of ‗m‘ attributes
and one significant attribute termed as
predictive attribute. Attributes are categorical or continuous.
Continuous attributes are needed to convert categorical
using discritization method. An instance of such database
from medical field is shown below. Association classification
1646
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is diverse from association rule mining. The algorithm given
below is analogous to association rule mining.
PROCEDURE GenerateRule (prune, discriminative
pattern)
// approach needs two user input
// Pruning – prune newly discovered rules to weed some
rules that leads to overfitting
// discriminative patterns- mine discriminative pattersn
BEGIN
1. Produce pruning of rules in transaction data by aliasing
original one for produce all probable item combination in
every pass by producing unique association rules for risk
patterns and filter remaining sets
2. Calculate supports and confidence threshold for filtered
sets
3. Eliminate sets having support less than threshold value.
END

After pruning, association rule for risk patterns are
generated as follows:
1)

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Pair of attributes, which is, (attribute, value) is
utilized in the place of item set. For instance, (type
1, 40) is an attribute as in dataset table.
Attribute set is generally equal to items et. For
instance, ((Age, old), (Type1, high))
Attributes‘ support count (
) is the sum of rows
that fits attributes in dataset.
) (
Attributes‘ support count (
) is sum
of rows that matches attribute set in dataset.
An attribute has to pass the confidence threshold
value.
) (
Attribute set (
) is sum of rows that
matches dataset items
) (
Association rule of risk patterns (
)
is number of rows that fix with the database item.
) (
Rule based attribute (
)
passes
minimum threshold value, if support count of
(
) (
) > minimum value.

The subset of association rules whose right hand side is
constrained to class attribute is utilized for classification.
This subset of rules is specified as Heuristics Association
Rules for patterns (HAPS). With association rule for
classification is more beneficial than conventional classifiers
is simple if-then-else rules which is utilized for classification
which makes it simpler for end user to determine and
interpret it. As well, unlike decision tree methodology, it can
be easily update rule set devoid of disturbing complete rule
set where as in decision tree method as it needs reshaping
of entire tree. Accuracy of association classifier extremely
based on certain rule set, before performing classification. If
there are good Heuristic Association Rules for patterns
(HAPS), in which accuracy is higher. At present, numerous
association rule mining approach have been anticipated to
attain better rules. The advanced association rule can be
merged with classifiers to attain advanced association rules
to give association classification with better prediction
capabilities. Novel associative classifiers for risk patterns
take benefits on negative association risk rule mining and
associative classifiers. There are two relative domains for
investigation. This investigation extends the idea of positive
association
of
rules
to
generate
with meaning ‗X‘ is for
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event occurrence and X is for non-occurrence. Indeed of
utilizing support-confidence level in association rule
generation algorithm that utilizes support-confidence level
for some measure based on correlation analysis.
Correlation coefficient measure is added to supportconfidence framework to find the interestingness of a rule.
The correlation coefficient measures the strength of the
linear relationship between a pair of two variables. For two
variables X and Y it is given by = Y Con X Y  X  , ( , ) ,
where Con(X,Y) represents the covariance of two variables
and X  stand for standard deviation. The range of values
for  is between -1 to +1. if the two variables are
independent then  equals to 0. When  =+1 then variables
considered are perfectly correlated. Similarly when  = -1
then variables considered are perfectly negative correlated.
The algorithm has been tested for UCI datasets and
encouraging results are obtained when both positive and
negative rules are used for classification. Also accuracy
decreases when using only negative rules for classification.
Negative association rules have been found effective to
extract hidden knowledge useful information from medical
databases. Correlation coefficient is a performance metrics
that is integrated with support-confidence framework to
recognize association of risk patterns. Correlation
coefficient evaluates the strength of linear relationship
amongst pair of two variables. For variables like ‗X‘ and ‗Y‘,
(
)
it is specified as
, where
(
) specifies
covariance of two variables and
specifies standard
deviation. Value range for is between
if two
variables are independent, then equivalent to 0. While
, then variables are measured as negative
correlation. The proposed method is tested under UCI
datasets and effectual outcomes are attained when both
negative and positive rules are utilized for classification. As
well, accuracy diminishes when negative rules are utilized
for classification. Negative association rules are seems to
be effectual for extracting hidden knowledge information
from medical datasets.
Temporal predictive system
Generally, data will not be static in nature, however
changes with time and henceforth adopting temporal
dimension to this approach, which provides more realistic
method and will offer much superior and useful outcomes.
Purpose of temporal predictive system is to offer
relationship or pattern amongst items in time domain. For
instance, rather than primary association rule of {bread} 
{butter} mining from temporal data, hence more insight rule
that support {bread}  {butter} raises to 50% everyday.
Those rules are extremely informative and functional to
make strategic decision making every field. The predictive
database is having time related attribute.
Weighted Associative Classifiers
Weighted associative classifier is another idea that
allocates diverse weights to various features and attains
more accuracy in predictive modelling system such as
diabetic medical field etc. In prediction model, all attributes
do not possess significant importance in recognizing class
label. Thus, diverse weights can be allocated to diverse
attributes in accordance to the predicting ability. Weighted
association classifier comprises of training dataset
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*
+ with set of weight of patterns associated with
every {attribute, attribute value} pair. Every ith record ri is set
of attribute value and weight wi attached to every attribute
of ri tuples/record. In weighted classifier, every record is set
of triple *
+ in which every attribute
is having
and weight
. Weight is utilized to show
significance of items. With weighted associative classifiers,
weighted rules such as ―{(Age‖, > 60), (BP, ―45‖), (95-135)}
can be utilized for classification.

Support & Confidence level
The formula for support and confidence level
classification based on association rule
where X is set of weighted items are given below:

(

In this section, simulation was carried out in MATLAB
2018a environment, with 64 bit operating system.

Pregn
ancie
s

Glu
cos
e

BP

6
1
8
1

148
85
183
89

72
66
64
66

Skin
Thic
knes
s
35
29
0
23

Insulin

BMI

DPF

Age

Out
com
e

0
0
0
940

33.6
26.6
23.3
28.1

0.627
0.351
0.672
0.162

50
31
32
21

1
0
1
0

)

∑

(10)

∑

Example: Consider rule ‗R‘ (Type1 = ‗yes‘)  diabetics =
‗deadly‘ them weighted support of R is evaluated as in
Equation 11:
( )

(11)
( )

.

New formula for support and confidence level of the
proposed method is given as follows In Equation 8 & 9:
(

)

( )
Weighted set confidence of association rule with risk
pattern X Y where ‗Y‘ specifies class label that is depicted
as fraction of weighted support of (XY) and weighted
support of (X) as in Equation 12.

(8)
(

)

(9)

(  )
( )

For instance, consider the part of diabetic dataset which
comprises of following classes as in table IV.
Table IV: Classes in diabetic dataset
Blood pressure
0.72
0.66
0.64
0.90
0.80
1.08
0.72

( )

(13)
( )

Suppose F= {M-Blood pressure} and C=C1 and part of a
database shown in Table III. We have:
Assume, F = {Blood pressure} and C= C1 and part of
database as shown in sample below:
)
(
(

a.

( )
Relative risk pattern set
The below given three representative patterns possesses
highest relative risk in predicting diabetics
Relative risk pattern 1: RRP = 3.99
Gender = male
Circulatory flag = yes
Drug usage = Yes

)

)

(

(12)

For instance: Weighted set confidence of rule ‗R‘ (Type1 =
‗yes‘)  diabetics = ‗yes‘ can be computed as in Equation
13:

Class
C1
C1
C1
C2
C2
C3
C3

(

for

Weighted set support:
WSS of rule
, where X is set of non-empty
subsets of attribute value set, is fraction of weight of record
that comprises attribute value set in relationship with weight
of all transactions as in Equation 10:

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table III: Attributes in the dataset

ISSN 2277-8616

)

Relative risk Pattern 2: RRP = 3.82
Age = > 60
Drug usage under Type1 condition = yes
Drug usage under hormonal condition = yes

Performance Metrics
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Relative Risk Pattern 3: RRP = 3.41
Drug usage under Type2 condition = yes
Drug usage under hormonal condition = yes
Drug usage for nervous system = no

F measure
100

90
F1 score(in percentage)

Diabetic patients are depicted with 12 general attributes like
gender, age, and indigenous status, total number of bed
days, hospital diagnostic flag and pharmaceutical attributes.
Type1 and Type2 classification based on level 1 drug and
total amount of scripts. Numerical attributes are discretised
based on instructions of domain experts.
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Fig 2: Graphical representation of accuracy computation of
HAPS Vs Existing techniques
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Fig 5: Graphical representation of specificity computation of
HAPS Vs existing techniques
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Fig 4: Graphical representation of F-measure computation
of HAPS Vs existing techniques
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The significant goal of the proposed work is to recognize,
what sort of patients are under risky condition due to Type1
diabetics after consuming food. Data for this task comprises
of all diabetic patients. Class in co-operates all patients who
got Type1 and Type2 based on class ‗n‘ or class ¬n.
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Fig 3: Graphical representation of Precision computation of
HAPS Vs existing techniques
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Fig 6: Comparison chart of Accuracy of HAPS Vs existing
techniques
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Table V: Accuracy computation of existing Vs HAPS
Number of
data

100

Recall
100
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HAPS
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MDP
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80
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70
Recall(in percentage)

600

Fig 10: Comparison chart of specificity of HAPS Vs existing
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Fig 7: Comparison chart of Precision of HAPS Vs existing
techniques
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Table VI: F measure computation of existing Vs HAPS
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Fig 8: Comparison chart of Recall of HAPS Vs existing
techniques
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Table VII: Recall computation of existing Vs HAPS
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Fig 9: Comparison chart of F-measure of HAPS Vs existing
techniques
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Table VIII: Specificity computation of existing Vs HAPS
Number of
data

100

400

89.82

92.11

12.11

15.5

17.8

20.8

55

60

65.7

72.9

86.62
HAPS
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95.76

100
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